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Abstract. Most codecs such as MPEG-1,2 are based on processing pixels in 
predetermined tiles of square blocks. The processing of each block is inde-
pendent of the object-based contents that may be present in these blocks. 
Segmentation of moving object blocks enables, for example, efficient distribu-
tion of bits among consecutive frames in video sequences by allocating more 
bits to moving object blocks at the expense of the background blocks. This 
paper proposes an algorithm which determines whether the MPEG blocks con-
tain static or moving objects. The proposed algorithm is based on temporal 
statistical information obtained by multiple comparisons of consecutive 
frames. A dynamic process of gathering statistical information is converged 
into three clusters with different characterizations. Automatic classification 
determines which blocks belong to either a moving object (foreground) or a 
static object (background). The number of look-ahead frame comparisons, 
which is required to determine the type of each block, is automatically and 
adaptively determined according to the nature of the processed sequence.  

1 Introduction  

The information whether a MPEG block contains moving or static objects is important 
to many applications such as image sequence restoration, motion compensation, bit 
rate distribution and contents interaction. A block that contains a moving part or a 
complete moving object is called a moving block (foreground) while one that contains 
a static object is called a static block (background). If we can identify the moving 
MPEG blocks then we can derive a more efficient and smarter bit distribution among 
the frames to achieve better compression in the video-encoding phase. One immediate 
use is the improvement of the compression ratio within the framework of many exist-
ing video standards, like H.263, H26L or MPEG-1/2/4.  

In this paper we develop an automatic adaptive algorithm that analyzes video se-
quences in order to separate between background and foreground MPEG blocks. One of 
the problems in conventional block-matching algorithms, which is indirectly addressed 
in this paper, is that the distortion measure being used is unable to distinguish between 
errors introduced by object motion or by luminance and/or contrast changes. Errors 
caused by luminance changes result in motion vectors, which may negatively affect the 
image coherency. Luminance correction tries to reduce the matching-error by modify-
ing the distortion criteria with the introduction of illumination correction parameters 
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(see 1,2,3). However, much work deal with motion segmentation, ignore the question 
of depth ordering of layers (which are in front of which), the problem of occlusion, and 
the problem of luminance changes. When they are considered, it is by identifying those 
outliers of the motion estimation which could be due to the occlusion of one layer by 
another 4,5. Segmentation between static and moving MPEG blocks enhances the bit 
rate distribution between the blocks, and thus, the coherency of the image is preserved.  

Our proposed segmentation algorithm compares a frame to several of its consecu-
tive frames. Each comparison provides information on the intensity changes across the 
sequence. Two temporal statistical tests are used. The tests are performed as an incre-
mental calculation along the comparisons results between the pairs. After each com-
parison we classify the block according to the relations between these statistical tests. 
We show that after sufficient iterative comparisons between the input frame and its 
consecutives, the moving object blocks are constantly classified into pre-known clus-
ters, while others do not have any periodic or constant cluster pattern. The number of 
comparisons needed is automatically determined and depends on the nature of the 
sequence.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the main algo-
rithm, this section contains description for the comparison modeling technique and for 
the classification process. In section 3 we present experimental results. 

2 The MPEG Block Segmentation Algorithm 

The segmentation algorithm contains three main steps: multiple temporal comparisons, 
temporal analysis and classification. The first is the ‘multiple temporal comparisons’, 
which is an extension of the change detection technique 7 into a temporal comparison 
among a series of consecutive frames. We compare a given frame Ik (reference frame) 
with its next successive frames It, t=k+1,...,Tk, where Tk is the number of required 
comparisons. The results from each comparison are held in a temporal comparison 
matrix (TCM). The change detection algorithm assumes that the images, which par-
ticipated in the comparison process, are registered.  

The second step is the ‘temporal analysis’, which analyzes the TCM by two statis-
tical tests: distribution (dst) and mean. The results will be the inputs to the classifica-
tion step which the third step. The classification step separates between moving blocks 
and the rest of the blocks. It is called after each iterative comparison, and only when 
there is sufficient information to classify the MPEG blocks, the algorithm is termi-
nated. 

The phases of the algorithm depend on each other. As long as the results of the 
statistical tests do not converge into a preset cluster, the second phase continues to 
compare more frames and the temporal analysis continues to generate updated tests. 

2.1 Multiple Comparisons Modeling 
Let k be the index of the reference frame. Each of its successive It, t=k+1,...,Tk, will be 
compared with the reference frame Ik, where Tk is the index of the last frame that par-
ticipates in the comparisons. It is adaptively determined (section 2.4) according to the 
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nature of the examined sequence. We assume the background is static after the motion 
of the camera is compensated 9,11 . Then each frame It can be written as:  
                                              )()( ttt objbkI += , kTkt ,...,1+=                                        

(1) 
where bk(t) and obj(t) represent the background and object pixels in frame It, respec-
tively. Each comparison result (the comparison technique is described in section 2.2) 
between Ik and It is held in a temporal comparison image (TCIt). We divide the com-
parison results between Ik and It into four different groups of pixels: bk(TCI), cv(TCI), 
uncv(TCI) and ol(TCI) (shown in Figure 1), which are the background, the covered, the 
uncovered and the overlapped groups of pixels, respectively. Thus, the TCIt can be 
written as: 
                                     )()()()()( TCITCITCITCIt oluncvcvbkTCI UUU=                               (2) 

where 
                                                    )()()( tkTCI bkbkbk I=                              (2.1) 

is the common background (in pixels) of kI  and tI ;  

                                              }{ )()()()( tktTCI objobjobjcv I−=                                     (2.2) 

and 
                                            }{ )()()()( tkkTCI objobjobjuncv I−=                             

(2.3) 
are the covered and uncovered regions,  respectively, produced by the object's move-
ment and; 
                                                    )()()( tkTCI objobjol I=                              

(2.4) 
is the overlapping pixels between the groups obj(t) and obj(k). 

           
(a)                            (b)                          (c) 

      
(e)                                          (f) 

)(TCIbk       )(TCIcv       )(TCIuncv       )(TCIol  

Figure 1: (a), (b), (c) are the original frames where the lag between them is five. (e) and (f) repre-
sent the temporal comparison images (TCI(t)) between (a),(b) and (a),(c) respectively. bk(TCI) is the 
common background. uncv(TCI) and ol(TCI) contain the object pixels in their original position (image 
(a)). cv(TCI) and ol(TCI) contain the object pixels in It (images (b) and (c)). 
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Except for the bk(TCI) group of pixels, all the described regions are assumed to be 
‘change’ areas for a typical change detection algorithm 7, 8.  In general, when an ob-
ject does not stay in a fixed position we expect that for a certain t, kTkt ,...,1+∈ : 

φ=)()( tk objobj I , )()( TCITCI cvuncv =  and φ=)(TCIol . In other cases, when the object is 

moving but remains close to its original location in kI , we expect that )()( kTCI objol ≈ , 

)()()( ktk objobjobj ≈I  and  φ≈)(TCIcv . 

2.2 Comparison between Consecutive Frames 

Detection of changes between frames can be carried out with a variety of existing 
change detection algorithms. However, since the MC methodology compares frames 
with growing accumulated time differences, the algorithm has to handle luminance and 
noise changes that are amplified during the comparisons. In order for the algorithm to 
be independent of these changes, we extend the model that was described in 7, to han-
dle multiple temporal comparisons between several consecutive frames. First, we 
choose a moving window ),( yxη  of 16=ηN  elements, which belongs to the division 

image. Let 
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Then, for each pixel, a statistical difference (SD) is computed between Ik and It where 
the result indicates that a local change between the frames has occurred: 
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where t is the index of the current compared frame. Sdt(x,y) will be used as an indica-
tion whether or not a change was detected in the (x,y) coordinate of Ik relative to It.  
Binary values of each pair of compared frames are stored in a Temporal Comparison 
Matrix (TCM) that has the following structure for t=k+1,...,Tk:    
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where β is a predefined threshold. Note that analysis among sequence of frame com-
parisons caused the threshold β to be insensitive to a local error in changes across the 
sequence. By applying Eq. (3) on Tk frames we obtain the (TCM) matrix, as illustrated 
in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: The temporal comparison matrix, which is filled using Eq. (3) on TK frames. Each 
binary value at (x,y,t) is the output from the comparison between frame It and Ik  for an 8x8 
block whose center is located at (x,y). 
 
Figure 3 demonstrates the binary changes of the TCM slices relative to previous slices 
as a function of the progress of frames comparisons. The video sequence in Figure 3 is 
characterized by a slow motion of the objects between the frames. Therefore, the ad-
vantage of the comparison methodology becomes evident when t≥7. Image (e), which is 
the output after three comparisons (t=3) from the reference frame, shows that the 
change detection algorithm fails to detect many of the interiors of the object’s regions. 
In image (g), which is the output for t=10, there is a significant improvement in the 
change detection mask inside the object regions (bounded by red curve). However, the 
byproduct of having a large lag (t) between the compared frames is that many of the 
covered, cv(TCI), areas (outside of the red curves) are also marked as ‘change’. These 
regions are visible because of the accumulated error during the comparison process.  

 
Figure 3: Images (a), (b), (c) and  (d)  are four  frames taken from a video clip. (a) is the refer-
ence frame Ik  (k=0), (b) is frame It=3, (c) is frame It=7 and (d) is frame It=10. Images (e), (f) and 
(g) are the three slices taken from the TCM. (e) represents the slice of TCM(3). (f) represents  
TCM(7) and (g) represents  TCM(10). 
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2.3 Temporal Analysis  

As was shown, there exist Tk such that the values of ),()( yxTCM t , )(),( kobjyx ∈∀ , are 

classified as ‘change’ (how Tk is determined will be discussed in section 2.4). However, 
focusing on a single TCM(t`)(x,y) slice without taking into consideration the previous t 
slices where t=k+1,...,t ,̀ may lead to wrong classifications such as considering back-
ground blocks as foreground blocks (in particular, over the occluded and the uncovered 
area, which become larger as t`>>k+1). Change detection algorithm, such as 7, does 
not design to deal with such lag between compared frame nor to distinguish between 
occluded and uncovered area. The temporal analysis across the TCM slices enables us 
to differentiate between these regions.    

Each slice in the TCM(t), t=k+1,...,Tk, is composed of four different regions: 
bk(TCI), cv(TCI), uncv(TCI) and ol(TCI) (see section 2.1). Thus, for the reference frame Ik we 
have:  

                                             )()()( TCITCIk oluncvobj U=                                               (4) 

                                               )()()( TCITCIk bkcvbk U= .                                               (5) 

Our claim is that by a statistical test, which is applied on the TCM slices, both 
uncv(TCI) and ol(TCI) have the same distinct distribution. The following formulate the 
basis for the statistical tests:  
 I.      βλ >⇒∈∀>∀ ),(),(, )()( yxTCMobjyxt tk  kTtk ≤≤+ λ , 1≥λ    

II.       β>⇒∈∃<∃ ),(),(, )()( yxTCMbkyxTt tkk  

where k is the index of the reference frame and β is a pre-defined change detection 
threshold. Statement I assumes that for any t ≥ λ, obj(k) pixels are considered as a 
‘change’, independent of the object’s movements in the sequence. The second state-
ment assumes that there is a time difference between the compared frames such that if 
an object covers the background region in It then this region is considered as a 
‘change’ at this comparison. Recall that both statements rely on the temporal compari-
son definition in section 2.1. 

In addition to the above statements, the following defines the statistical tests, 
which compute the distribution, dst, (Eq. 7) and the mean, mean, (Eq. 6) of the com-
parisons results. Its is done for a single block in Ik with central coordinates (i,j), for t 
iterative comparisons: 
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N2 is the block size in pixels i>N/2, j>N/2 and t=k+1,...,Tk. The distribution test (Eq. 
7) calculates the temporal variance of a specific block for all TCM slices. After each 
comparison, a new slice is added to TCM(t), and its block distribution is updated. Simi-
larly, the mean test (Eq. 6) computation, which calculates the temporal mean of a spe-
cific block for all the TCM(t) slices, t=k+1,...,Tk. 
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2.4 Block Classification 

The goal of the classification phase is to separate the statistical results between fore-
ground and background blocks. The results of the two statistical tests are placed in a 

feature vector (FV). Each MPEG block ),( jibr , 
NN

I
r k

×= ,...,1 , is associated with a 

distinct FV where ),( ji  are the central coordinates of the block. The FV is denoted by 

))2(),1(( ),(),(),(
t

jirb
t

jirb
t

jirb FVFVFV =  where t
ji

t
jirb dstFV ),(),( )1( =  and t

ji
t

jirb meanFV ),(),( )2( = , 

kTkt ,...,1+= . Preset clusters of the background, object and occlusion regions are de-

fined. In general, a simple classification technique, which models the clusters by mini-
mal distances, is required (10, Chapter 16.3). However, since reliability of the t

jirbFV ),(  

depends on the number of MC iterations, we have to incorporate into the classification 
technique the ability to determine how many MC iterations are needed for reliable 
blocks classification.  

Assume t
jirbFV ),(  is assigned to each block ),( jibr  for kTkt ,...,1+=  iterative compari-

sons. Each comparison adds essential information to t
jirbFV ),(  that fits the object tempo-

ral movement in tI . As mentioned (section 3.2), the more iterative comparisons that 

taking place, the more reliable information on object movements is contained in 
t

jirbFV ),( . To use this fact, we first define a classification space Ω : 

{ }10001000|),( ≤≤≤≤=Ω yxyx . 
This space is partitioned by three different subspaces. Each subspace is called a pre-

set cluster, denoted by pC , 3,2,1=p . The preset clusters are determined to indicate the 

high probability of belonging to one of the following: 

{ })(),(|),( )()(1 TCITCI uncvolyxyxC ∪∈=
∆

, 

{ })(2 ),(|),( TCIcvyxyxC ∈=
∆

, 

{ })(3 ),(|),( TCIbkyxyxC ∈=
∆

, 

and φ=∩∩ 321 CCC . As a result, a void space (VS), denoted by VSC ,  is obtained (see 

Figure 5): 

{ })(),(|),( 321 CCCyxyxCvs ∪∪−Ω∈=
∆

. 

Recall that (as defined in section 2.1) )()( TCITCI uncvol ∪  represents the object's region in 

Ik while CV(TCI) and bk(TCI) represent the background region. The preset clusters were de-
termined (see Figure 5) after applying the classification technique on one hundred video 
sequences.  

Then, for a certain t , kTkt ,...,1+= , a given block  t
jirbFV ),(  is classified to belong to ei-

ther one of the preset clusters pC , 3,2,1∈p , or to VSC . Based on MC methodology, we 

claim that if after t  iterative comparisons VS
t

jirb CFV ⊆),( , then there is insufficient infor-

mation to classify this block; otherwise p
t

jirb CFV ⊆),(  for one p, 31 ≤≤ p . In this case, 

more iterative comparisons are required and t is increased by one.  
However, an exceptional situation has to be taken into consideration when 

VS
t

jirb CFV ⊆),(  for all kTkt ,...,1+= . This may occur when an MO becomes static in its 
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movements after λ  frames where kTk ≤<+ λ1 . In such a case, the following minimum 

distance technique is computed.  
Each cluster pC , 3,2,1=p , is defined by its center of gravity ),( yxmp  where 

∑=
x

x
p

p

C
C

x
1 , ∑=

y

y
p

p

C
C

y
1 , x

pC , y
pC  are the x and y coordinates of pC , and pC  is the 

size of pC  in pixels. t
jirbFV ),(  can be classified by searching its minimal distance (md) 

from the ),( yxmp , 3,2,1=p , by: 
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2
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where )1(),(
t

jirbFV  and )2(),(
t

jirbFV  are the t
jidst ),(  and t

jimean ),(  of the block, respectively. 

To combine the minimal distance, we set a constant Tmax to be the maximum 

number of iterative comparisons allowed. ))2(),1(( ),(),(),(
t

jirb
t

jirb
t

jirb FVFVFV = , 
NN

I
r k

×= ,...,1 , 

is classified only if p
t

jirb CFV ⊆),(  for one p, 31 ≤≤ p . Otherwise, if maxTt ≥  and 

VS
t

jirb CFV ⊆),(  the block will be classified according to its minimal distance from ),( yxmp , 

3,2,1∈p , using Eq. (8). In this case, kTT =max  and the algorithm is terminated. The com-

plete classification per single t iterative comparison consists of the following steps: 
 
Notation: 

 )(FVList   list of t
jirbFV ),( , 

NN
I

r k

×= ,...,1  

CLASSIFY  ( )(FVList ,t, Tmax) 

1. for 
NN

I
r k

×= ,...,1  do: 

a. for 3,2,1=p  do: 
if p

t
jirb CFV ⊆),(  then pjibr ←),(  

else VSjibr ←),(  
2. if  maxTt ≥  do: 

3. for 
NN

I
r k

×= ,...,1  do: 

a. If VSjibr =),(  do: 
i. compute the minimum distance between 

))2(),1(( ),(),(),(
t

jirb
t

jirb
t

jirb FVFVFV =  and ),( yxmp  3,2,1=p  using 

Eq.(8). 
ii. pjibr ←),(  (p is closest cluster to t

jirbFV ),( ). 

4. return )(FVList  

3 Experimental Results   

The following illustrates the algorithm output at four different iterative classifica-
tion. In Figure 4, the objects (sign by the gray arrows) blocks moved differentially one 
to each other, not all the objects blocks move at the same time. Some move after one or 
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two frames (from the reference frame) while others move after five frames or even 
more. Figure 4.0 is the reference frame Ik to be segmented. 

         4.0        4.1                   4.2                              4.3                       4.4 

 

Figure 4: Five consecutive frames taken from “mother-daughter” video sequence 

Figure 5(a,b,c,d) presents the modeled pC  clusters, 3,2,1∈p , the black dots are 

the FV of each iterative comparison. Each cluster is shown by a black polygon that 
surrounds it. The three presented clusters (at Figure 5 a,b,c and d) were obtained 
from a training group of one hundred different video sequences. Images a, b and c 
present the classification results for t=3, t=7 and t=12 iterations. Figure 5d presents 
the final output of the classification step, which was obtained after Tk=15 itera-
tions. Since after the final iteration there are still several blocks located inside the 
Cvs subspace, these blocks are classified by the minimum distance technique (see 
section 2.4). 
    Objects                                                                           Background 

       
                                            (a)                                      (b) 

      
Background                              (c)                                                                     (d) 

Figure 5:   FVs distribution of the blocks in image 4.0. (a), (b) and (c) illustrate the segmen-
tation results after t=3 t=7, t=12 iterative comparisons. (d) is the final block classification. 

According to the final classification in Figure 5d, we present in Figure 6a the grid of 
the block segmentation results such that the red and the green blocks belong to the red 
and green clusters (in Figure 5d), respectively.  
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(a)       (b) 

Figure 6: (a) The final segmentation output for Figure 4.0 after the Tk=15 comparisons. (b) The 
final output for single frame from the Tennis movie after the Tk=12 comparisons 
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